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W hile many metal
bands use guttural
vocals and the penta-

gram to define themselves,
Animals as Leaders turns to
guitarist Tosin Abasi and his
classical- and jazz-influenced
strumming to shape its
sound.
The band, whose 2009 self-
titled album was essentially an
Abasi solo project, has added
drummer Navene Koperweis
and guitarist Javier Reyes to its
lineup as it prepares its second
album.
“The things that might
make our band unique are
the elements of music that
we use that have nothing to
do with metal, i.e. jazz, har-
mony and classical, electroni-
ca,” Abasi said. “That kind of
makes us a unique metal
band, but I think through it

all is this common thread —
sort of the metal approach to
making music.”
Abasi also discussed his

creative process and the effect
that being solely instrumental
has had on the band’s music.
The group will take the stage
at The Crazy Donkey in
Farmingdale tomorrow.

Is conveying emotions more or
less difficult without lyrics?
I think we’ve been success-

ful in actually conveying emo-
tion even without words. I
think it highlights the universal
quality of melody and rhythm,
that it can speak to people
emotionally even without
communicating explicitly
through language. So I think
we’ve actually succeeded in
writing emotional music. I’ve
talked to people who have
been influenced by it on an
emotional level, which is exact-
ly what I want to do.

Howmight being an
instrumental band be easier?
Specifically, because you
don’t really need to interpret
any lyrics to receive the emo-
tional impact. I think using the
guitar as a melodic vehicle just
for conveying emotional ideas

is . . . I think I do that better
than I would if I were trying to
compose lyrically and sing.
Within those notes are the
expression of the emotional
ideas I’m trying to get out. It
allows me to say things that I
might not even have the words

for, if that makes sense.

Do you have the same inspira-
tions for songs as a lyricist?
I don’t know if there’s specif-
ic things that bring songs out
of me. It’s more the whole
abstract of creativity. For me,
it’s either I’m in the spot to
create or not. Whatever that
specific inspiration is doesn’t
seem to be as important as the
actual experience of being
inspired. . . . So I don’t necessar-
ily use a tragic event to com-
pose a sad song. I simply am
inspired to create just as sort
of a universal well of
inspiration that is sometimes
there and sometimes isn’t.

Metal, classical, jazz haveAnimal attraction WHO Animals as Leaders
WHEN |WHERE 6 p.m.
tomorrow, The Crazy
Donkey, 1058 Rte. 110,
Farmingdale
INFO $13 advance, $15 day
of; 631-753-1975,
clubloaded.com

BY KELLY McMASTERS
Special to Newsday

E
rica Jong has written a lot
about sex. And she has
inspired many other women
to do the same since her
groundbreaking novel “Fear

of Flying” was published in 1973.
Now, in “Sugar in My Bowl: Real
WomenWrite about Real Sex”
(Ecco, $21.99), Jong brings together
28 perspectives on the topic, making
for a seductive mix of multigener-
ational, multiethnic voices. On
Wednesday, she’ll be at the
Cinema Arts Centre in Hun-
tington to sign copies of the
book and host a screening
of the Audrey Hepburn
classic “Roman Holiday.”
In a recent telephone call,
Jong discussed the art of
getting naked on the page and
why she considers “Roman
Holiday” one of the sexiest
movies ever made.

You’re signing copies of an anthology
about sex and screening “Roman
Holiday.”Why choose such a sexless
movie?
The movie is very seductive! In

“Roman Holiday” we fall in love with
a woman and with a city. There is so
much flirtatiousness, it’s all very
beguiling. We’ve had such an overex-
posure of pornography, now we have
a great desire for falling in love, not
sexuality. Today we crave romance.

You’ve authored 22 books. Was it
strange to play editor this time?
I liked the opportunity to intro-

duce new writers. I’m always in
touch with writers of a younger
generation because I really believe
feminism is mentoring. And I like
being an editor. Very often writers
are nervous about showing them-
selves. People find it hard to write
about sexuality, and at the beginning
the writers often weren’t completely
frank. In subsequent drafts I helped

them be more naked in their writing.
I enjoyed pushing them beyond what
they thought they could do.

Were you surprised that women
found it difficult to talk about a topic
you’re so famous for writing about?
I didn’t think it would be so hard

to get people to write honestly. I was
shocked by how many people
thought they had to get permission
from their partners and children. I
think your children don’t ever want
you to write, and certainly not about
them. But the idea of permission is
ridiculous — this is another part of
your identity.

Your daughter, Molly Jong-Fast,
contributed an essay about your
generation going too far with sex.
She was very dubious about

contributing. I know her view, and a
lot of people in Gen X have been
traumatized by parental divorces.
That they want more stability is
perfectly understandable to me.

/entertainment

/books

See which other authors
we’ve chatted with

WHAT An Evening with Erica Jong
WHEN |WHEREWednesday at
7:15 p.m. Cinema Arts Centre,
423 Park Ave., Huntington
INFO $20, 631-423-7611,
cinemaartscentre.org

Tosin Abasi, center, is the leader of Animals as Leaders.

Fear ofwriting (about sex)
Erica Jong helps shy
writers get naked on
pages of her new book
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